We present a new method to reconstruct three dimensional density of Coronal Mass Ejection (CME) based on genetic algorithm (GA) (Holland 1992) , namely genetic reconstruction method (GRM). At first, a model "CME" is constructed to produce synthetic CME images for the genetic reconstruction. Then the method is applied to coronagraph data from SOHO, STEREO-A and B on September 30th, 2013. In comparison with the existing methods for density reconstruction, GRM obtain global optimization of CME electron distribution. On the other hand, GRM decreases the difficulty of reconstruction by calculating electron number of every CME pixel in one of the view angles. Then the electrons are randomly redistributed along each line of sight (LOS) of CME pixel. Genetic operators named "crossover" and "mutation" are employed to optimize the electron distribution. Brightness of each pixel are recalculated through mechanism of Thomson scattering in multiple view angles. Genetic operator named "selection" is then employed to hold better distributions and eliminate the worse distributions according to fitness of recalculated brightness to the observed brightness. Such process may iterate through hundreds of times to obtain globally optimized electron distributions. We compare the reconstructed brightness with observation to show the availability of GRM. Results of GRM are also compared with those of polarimetric reconstruction Moran & Davila (2004) and forward modeling Thernisien et al. (2006) for the method availability. We further apply the reconstructed CME into Space Weather Modeling Framework (SWMF) (Tóth et al. 2005 ) to obtain evolution of interplanetary CME and its geo-effectiveness. Time difference of the CME arrival between ACE measurement and SWMF simulation is less than 5 hours.
INTRODUCTION
Coronal mass ejections (CMEs) are usually observed by coronagraph (Lyot 1939) . The observation records radiation from Thomson scattering (Minnaert 1930; van de Hulst 1950; Billings 1966; Howard & Tappin 2009) which is produced by interaction between radiation from the photosphere and free electrons inside CMEs. However, information of the electron locations along line of sight (LOS) is hidden after the observation Temmer et al. 2009 ) for the observer.
Those hidden information can be restored by different methods of CME reconstructions (Mierla et al. 2010; Thernisien et al. 2011) . Here, we classify the various methods into three categories.
(1) Methods to reconstruct point features of CMEs. The three dimensional (3D) coordinates of a CME feature can be calculated if the feature can be seen from different view points like Solar Terrestrial Relations Observatory (STEREO) A and B (Kaiser et al. 2008; . For example, Mierla et al. (2008) calculated 3D position of the feature using height-time diagrams from COR1 onboard STEREO-A and B. Liu et al. (2010a Liu et al. ( ,b, 2014 obtained the 3D position of CME feature from corona to helioshpere using time-elongation map from COR2, HI1 and HI2 onboard STEREO-A and B.
(2) Methods to reconstruct outline of CMEs. A global outline can be obtained from the CME boundary measurements in the coronagraph images. For example, Pizzo & Biesecker (2004) using the CME boundary to construct a series of quadrilaterals to approximate the three dimensional CME outline based on the synthetic STEREO images. de Koning et al. (2009) applied this method to reconstruct the CME outline using coronagraph observations from STEREO. Thernisien et al. (2006 Thernisien et al. ( , 2009 ) employed a Graduated Cylindrical Shell (GCS) model to fit flux rope-like CMEs. Byrne et al. (2010) employed an elliptical tie-pointing technique to reconstruct a full CME front in 3D. Feng et al. (2012 Feng et al. ( , 2013 ) developed a 3D mask fitting reconstruction method using coronagraph images from three viewpoints to obtain the 3D morphology of a CME.
(3) Methods to reconstruct density inside CMEs. For example, Moran & Davila (2004) derived 3D position of electrons along LOS corresponding to every CME pixel through polarization analysis of single-view images. Dai et al. (2014) suggested a classification of ambiguity in this method to improve the reliability of the reconstruction. Antunes et al. (2009) reconstructed 3D CME electron density through combination of inversion using PIXON method (Puetter et al. 2005 ) and forward modeling (Thernisien et al. 2006 . Frazin et al. (2009) developed a reconstruction method based on level-set (Jacob et al. 2006 ) algorithm using data from Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO) (Domingo et al. 1995; Brueckner et al. 1995) , STEREO A and B.
Information of CME structure obtained from 3D reconstruction gradually increases by methods from category (1) to (3). For category (3), the reconstructed CME is more close to the real CME which is a collective of inhomogeneous magnetized plasmas. However, complexity of the plasmas inside CMEs make those methods difficult to restore plasmas information.
In the current work, we develop a new method to reconstruct the 3D electron density of CME based on genetic algorithm (GA) (Holland 1992; He et al. 2011) , namely genetic reconstruction method (GRM). According to the classification mentioned above, GRM belongs to category (3). In comparison with the existing methods, GRM obtains global optimization of the CME electron distribution using data from view angles of SOHO, STEREO A and B. On the other hand, our method decreases the difficulty in reconstruction by calculating electron number of every CME pixel in one of the view angles.
In order to validate and apply GRM, a reconstructed CME on September 30th, 2013 is put into Space Weather Modeling Framework (SWMF) (Tóth et al. 2005 (Tóth et al. , 2007 (Tóth et al. , 2012 . The CME is firstly inserted into the Solar Corona (SC) component and then propagate into Inner Heliosphere (IH) by the coupling between SC and IH.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We introduce the newly developed reconstruction method based on GA using data from model and observed CME in Section 2, and present application of the method in Section 3. Finally, conclusions are given in Section 4.
GENETIC RECONSTRUCTION METHOD
In the following subsections, GRM is firstly illustrated with a model CME and then employed to reconstruct a CME observed by coronagraphs of SOHO and STEREO.
Electron Density Reconstruction for Model CME
In order to compare the mass distribution of CME between reconstruction and reality, a box of plasmas is used to mimic CME as shown in the middle panel of Figure 1 . In the first and third panel of Figure 1 , the simulated white light brightness is produced through Thomson scattering mechanism in the field of view (FOV) of STEREO A and B, respectively.
A B Figure 1 . A model CME and its simulated brightness in FOV from COR2 onboard STEREO A and B, respectively. The CME plasmas is modeled within a 3D box as shown in the middle panel. In Figure 2 , the brightness is split up into strips. Reconstruction of the model CME is carried out for each of the strip. It is necessary to split the brightness for simplifying the reconstruction. The strip in FOV of STEREO-A in the first row of Figure 2 has a corresponding part in FOV of STEREO-B as shown in the second row. Process for finding the corresponding part is carried out by projecting LOS of each pixel in the strip in FOV A into FOV B. The LOS A that is projected into FOV B should intersect with the CME boundary at least at two cross points unless the LOS is tangent to the boundary. Then LOS A becomes a finite line segment, not the infinite line of sight from the observer to infinity.
The main steps for the reconstruction are described as follows.
(1) First of all, electron number for each pixel of the model CME brightness in FOV A should be calculated:
where B obs is brightness value of the pixel. Brightness of a single electron, B e (θ), can be calculated as
where θ is the angle between plane of sky (POS) and the line connecting the electron with the Sun center. θ is traditionally assumed to be zero (Vourlidas et al. 2010 ) when the electron location along the LOS is unknown. z is the distance from the observer to the scattering location along the LOS. Three dimensional reconstruction , like Moran & Davila (2004) ; Dai et al. (2015) , can obtain the θ value of each pixel to get a more precise calculation of the electron number. σ is the Thomson scattering cross section of an electron and u is the limb darkening coefficient. A, B, C and D are the van de Hulst coefficients (van de Hulst 1950) . In this work, electron number is always calculated from observation 1 for convenient as shown in Figure 2 . In principle, observation 1 can be anyone of STEREO A, B or SOHO. Observation 2 is not restricted to STEREO-B but also possible for SOHO as shown in section 2.2. This enable us to carry out the reconstruction without data of STEREO B.
The electron number is not enough for reconstruction. The CME electrons are still "kept in captivity" as seen in the coronagraph images. Actually, the CME electrons of each pixel locate along the corresponding LOS, not inside the pixel. We need to release/redistribute the electrons of the pixel along LOS as shown in the next step. (2) Redistribute the electrons of each pixel along the corresponding LOS. As shown in the top right panel of Figure 3 , series of LOS A are generated from Brightness-A and the extent of LOS A is restricted by the length of Brightness-B. Then we get the LOS A segment. Each LOS segment is uniformly separated into n computational grids in space. We randomly sprinkle the electrons on the grid points. An array of random decimal, LOS A[1 : n], are used to represent the electron distribution. If there are N CME pixels in FOV A, then the one-dimensional encoding for the entire CME can be represented by
The redistributed electrons along all of the LOS segments constitute one of the individual of population in GA. The same precess of random redistribution is carried out for M times to produce the initial population as shown in Table 1 . This is the beginning of GA as shown in the top left panel of Figure 3 . We set n and M to be 35 and 200 respectively. N depends on the specific CME image. Table 1 . Initial CME population
Total electron number, N U M pix , of each LOS should be conservation according to step (1). Based on this principle, we get electron number of the i th grid point on the LOS segment by
(3) Apply the genetic operation, crossover and mutation, to the redistributed electrons to update the population. The basic concept of these operations is presented in the bottom panel of Figure 3 . The crossover operator exchange the electron distribution between two randomly selected individuals while the mutation operator change the distribution within one individual. Equation 4 and 5 describe these two operations.
where
where D r is a random decimal which can be positive or negative.
Meet terminaƟon condiƟon?
Crossover After the genetic operation, we get the new CME population from parents to children. In order to simplify the reconstruction, we split the whole region of redistributed electrons into 20×20 sub-regions with parallelogram shape as shown in Figure 4 . The crossover and mutation are executed to the sub-region as a group. Probabilities of crossover and mutation decrease progressively to keep the optimization global and convergence.
(4) Calculate the Thomson scattering brightness for the redistributed electron. The new population after the genetic operations, crossover and mutation, should be selected according their fitness to the actual brightness of the model CME. Before the selection, we need to re-project the Thomson scattering brightness into FOV A and B. Equation 6 converts the electron density N U M A i of the i th grid point on the LOS segment to white light brightness Bt A i : Then we can do the summation to get the total brightness of a CME pixel corresponding to LOS A:
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And the total brightness of a CME pixel corresponding to LOS B in FOV B:
As shown in Figure 4 , each LOS B includes electrons from different LOS A. We should calculate the values of θ and the van de Hulst coefficients for Equation 6 and 9 according to the electron locations in the coordinate system of FOV A and FOV B, respectively. (5) Apply the selection operator to obtain the optimal electron distribution. Equation 10 calculate the fitness by comparing the reconstructed brightness Bt A ga and the corresponding actual brightness Bt obs in FOV A:
where i = 1 · · · N evo , N evo = 100 is the total number of generation in the genetic evolution and j = 1 · · · N sub , N sub = 20 is the number of sub-region along the brightness strip. N k is the number of pixels in the j th sub-region. exp and sort is the exponential function and ranking function used in IDL, respectively. Fitness function has the same form in FOV B:
The selection operator picks the optimal electron distribution corresponding to sub-regions (j th = 1 : N sub ) in FOV A and FOV B respectively. Each of the electron distribution is a three dimensional column as shown in 4. We adopt the tournament selection to update the population CM E 1:M .
Since the electron number is calculated from the CME pixels in FOV A and randomly sprinkled along LOS A segment, the reconstructed brightness in FOV A is already in good agreement with the observation even after the first generation (in IDL, the first one is denoted by zero) as shown in the top left panel of Figure 5 . We replace the worst 10 individuals after the tournament selection based on F it B with the best 10 individuals based on the rank of F it A. It means that the selection based on F it A is a supplement for the tournament selection based on F it B.
(6) Repeat the process from (3) to (5) until the evolution meets the termination condition. In this work, we set the maximum generations to 100. Once the number of generation reach 100, the evolution will be terminated.
At the bottom of Figure 5 , we show the evolution of relative error for both FOV A and B calculated by
and
The relative error in FOV A fluctuates below the value of 0.2, so selection for brightness in FOV A is a supplement for GA reconstruction. On the other hand, relative error in FOV B decreases from about 0.4 to nearly 0.1. Such tendency of decrease reveals the convergence of GA. The evolution of reconstructed brightness strip are illustrated on top of the Figure 5 . We can see that the reconstructed brightness approach the observed brightness gradually. In GA, similarity of the population is important to evaluate convergence and diversity. For each generation, we randomly choose a pair of CMEs, CM E i and CM E j , to compare their corresponding decimal values of LOS grid points to obtain the similarity. As shown in Figure 6 , the similarity evolves from about 0.5 to 0.85. It means that individuals of the population become more and more similar to each other. The initial value of the similarity, 0.5, reveals the nature of random electron distribution along the LOS segment. In other words, each initial value of LOS belong to CM E i has 50% possibility to be equal to the corresponding value of LOS belong to CM E j .
We have shown the reconstructed CME density distribution in Figure 4 after the generation of brightness optimization reaches 100 presented in Figure 5 . Since the density distribution of the model CME is known, we can compare the reconstructed density with the known model density as shown in Figure 7 . In order to clearly compare the density distribution between the model and reconstructed CME, we divide the global area into nine sub-area with square shape in contrast to the first row of Figure 7 . As the color bar indicated that the density is illustrated from low to high with color from gray to red. As presented in the first panel of the second row of Figure 7 , sub-areas with higher density is located in the left and top of the global area while the lower density is located in the lower right sub-areas. A similar distribution can also be found for the reconstructed density as shown in the second panel of the second row of Figure 7 . As shown in Figure 4 , the boundary with parallelogram shape is determined by the segment endpoint of the brightness strip which is not strictly consistent with the model CME. However, corner area of the parallelogram has lower density even zero density which is consistent with the model CME. It validates the random electron distribution of the initial population and the convergence of GA. Figure 8 shows the complete brightness reconstruction of the entire CME from the combination of reconstructed brightness strip in FOV A and B, respectively. As described in step (6) for the reconstruction of brightness strip, effect of optimization is more obvious for FOV B as shown in the second row of Figure 8 . Reconstructed brightness from generation of 0, 20 and 100 are compared to the "observation" of model brightness. Convergence of the reconstructed brightness in FOV B for the entire CME is consistent with that shown in Figure 5 for a single brightness strip. Figure 5 . Evolution of reconstructed brightness strip from generation 0 to 100 for observation 1 and 2. Corresponding relative errors are presented under the brightness strips.
Electron Density Reconstruction for Observed CME
In this section, we show the results of genetic reconstruction for a CME event observed by STEREO and SOHO. Position of STEREO A, B and the Earth on September 30th, 2013 are shown in Figure 9 . A CME observed by COR2 of STEREO A and B are presented in the first column of Figure 10 . A brightness strip is selected to demonstrate the reconstruction process in the second column of Figure 10 as done for the model CME in section 2.1. The results of reconstructed brightness after 100 generation is shown in the third column of Figure 10 .
Precess of the genetic evolution and relative error of the reconstruction for both FOV A and B are shown in Figure  11 . It is similar to the results of model CME as shown in Figure 5 . Relative error in FOV A fluctuates below 0.15 while relative error in FOV B decreases from about 1.0 to 0.2. Similarity of the population evolves from about 0.5 to 0.9 as shown in Figure 12 .
Results of reconstructed brightness of the complete CME are shown in Figure 13 . These results are similar to those of model CME as shown in Figure 8 . Reconstructed brightness of generation 0, 20 and 100 reveal the convergence toward the observation. A third comparison between the reconstructed and observed brightness from the view point of SOHO is shown in the third row of Figure 13 . We employ the CME boundary observed by C3 on board SOHO/LASCO to further restrict the endpoint of LOS segment. Then we obtain a more accurate boundary for the reconstructed CME density. Moreover, we can compare the brightness in FOV of SOHO when the genetic evolution reaches 100 generation. Original brightness from the reconstruction is shown in the first panel of the third row of Figure 13 while the occulted image is shown in the second panel for a more close comparison to the CME image observed by coronagraph with an occulter as shown in the third panel. Qualitative coincidence between the brightness of reconstruction and observation is still available for FOV of SOHO as for FOV of STEREO A and B. In Figure 14 , we change observation 2 from STEREO A to SOHO. As said in step (1) of section 2.1, this enable us to carry out the reconstruction without data of STEREO B. Results shown in the third row of Figure 14 in FOV B is a complementary validation for results in FOV A and SOHO. We also obtain the qualitative coincidence between the brightness of reconstruction and observation for these three view points as shown in Figure 14 .
In Figure 15 , we compare the density of reconstructed CME of 100th generation using observation 2 as STEREO B (A→B) and SOHO (A→S) in four different view points respectively. In the first column from up to down, density distribution corresponding to the reconstructed brightness as shown in Figure 13 are presented in FOV of STEREO A, B, SOHO and North pole of the Sun (A, B, S, N) . In the second column, the same series of view points are shown for the reconstructed density corresponding to the brightness in Figure 14 . Coincidence between results using different view points as observation 2 reveals the self-consistence of the CME reconstruction. However, we are aware of an obvious difference between the density distributions in FOV B and S in the region around the Sun. In the first panel of second row, there exists a blank area around the Sun which is caused by the occulter of the coronagraph since observation 2 is taken to be STEREO B for this results. On the other hand, no blank area around the Sun can be seen in the second panel. The corresponding blank area around the Sun can be found for the reconstruction using SOHO as observation 2 in the second panel of the third row in Figure 15 . Thus, such difference of the density distribution around the Sun is unavoidable because of the coronagraph occulter. We zoom in the area around the Sun to compare the density distribution of the different reconstruction for FOV S in Figure 16 corresponding to the third row of Figure  15 . In the first row of Figure 16 , we find good agreement between positions of mass centers which are marked by two small black balls. In the second row of Figure 16 , the source region of the CME is indicated by the radial projection of the mass center on the Sun surface.
In order to validate our CME reconstruction, we use two other different methods, polarimetric reconstruction ( (2017)) and forward modeling (Thernisien et al. (2006 , to reconstruct the same CME as shown in Figure 17 and 18. In Figure 17 , the first column presents results of polarimetric reconstruction using data of STEREO A while the second column using data of STEREO B. Four different view points (A, B, S, N) are used to compare reconstructions using data from STEREO A and B, which is similar to Figure 15 . In Figure 18 , the CME is reconstructed using forward modeling to fit the observed brightness in FOV A, B and SOHO. Stonyhurst coordinates of the reconstructed CME using GRM, polarimetric measurement and forward modeling are shown in Table 2 . Differences of longitude and latitude between GRM A→B and A→S are both less than two degrees. Difference of radial distance is less than one solar radius. Small difference between the results of GRM A→B and A→S reveals the self-consistency of the reconstruction using GA. According to the classification of ambiguity in polarimetric reconstruction analyzed by Dai et al. (2014) , the fourth row of Figure 15 and 17 indicate that the results of polarimetric reconstruction is implicitly ambiguous. Thus the coordinates of mass center given by polarimetric reconstruction deviate from those given by genetic reconstruction. Forward modeling gives coordinates of axis of symmetry where the radial distance is the height of CME leading edge as shown in Table 2 . We find a good agreement between the direction of mass center and axis of symmetry given by genetic reconstruction and forward modeling.
PROPAGATION OF RECONSTRUCTED CME IN SWMF
In the previous section, we have released the 3D CME from the pixels of 2D coronagraph images by GRM. Now, we will make further efforts to put the reconstructed CME into the interplanetary space (Mays et al. 2015; Figure 12 . Evolution of the population similarity. al. 2017) using SWMF (Manchester et al. 2008; van der Holst et al. 2010; Sokolov et al. 2013; Manchester et al. 2014; Sokolov et al. 2016; Jin et al. 2017) We use version 2.40 SWMF which includes more than ten components to cover the range of space weather from the Sun to the Earth. Components called Solar Corona (SC) and Inner Heliosphere (IH) are employed to simulate interplanetary propagation of the reconstructed CME. Block-Adaptive Tree Solarwind Roe-type Upwind Scheme (Powell et al. 1999 ) (BATS-R-US, version 9.20) algorithm is used to solve the 3D magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) equations to simulate the propagation of the reconstructed CME. Component SC and IH are coupled between 18 and 20 R . The computational domain for SC simulation is defined by -24 R < x,y,z < 24 R and for IH by -240 R < x,y,z < 240 R . The governing equations of SC and IH model are the ideal MHD equations in conservative form:
where ρ is the plasmas density, u is the plasmas velocity, p is the plasmas pressure, B is the magnetic field, and g is the gravitational acceleration. The total energy density is defined as
where γ is the adiabatic index. We firstly construct a steady state solution for SC and IH by setting parameter "#TIMEACCURATE" to be "F" in the PARAM.in file. "Max-Iteration" is set to be 1000 for the steady state. Magnetic field of the SC from 1.0 R to 2.5 R is obtained by the Potential Field Source Surface (PFSS) method using the synoptic magnetogram of Global Oscillation Network Group (GONG) as shown in the top panel of Figure 19 . Strength of the magnetic field at height of 1.0 R and 2.5 R are shown in the second and third panel of Figure 19 respectively. In order to increase the spatial resolution for the Sun-Earth space and save total CPU time of the simulation, we set the grid structure of the After 1000 iterations, we obtain the steady state solution of the ideal MHD as shown in the first and second row of Figure 21 for SC. The first column presented logarithmic plasmas density. The second and third columns presented plasmas velocity and logarithmic magnetic field. On the other hand, the steady state of IH are shown in the first three rows of Figure 22 for density, velocity and magnetic field.
Once we obtain the steady state of SC and IH, the reconstructed CME is ready to put into SC and further evolve in IH under "Time-Accurate" mode of SWMF by setting parameter "#TIMEACCURATE" to be "T". Bulk velocity of the reconstructed CME is calculated through displacement (Ds) of leading edge of the CME corresponding to two different time with time interval Dt. Then the bulk velocity can be calculated as V CM E = Ds Dt for the whole CME. We insert the reconstructed CME by adding density and velocity of the CME to the SC background plasmas as shown in the third and fourth row of Figure 21 on 2013 September 30th at 00:08 UT. The CME then propagates into the IH component through the coupling between SC and IH. In the last three rows of Figure 22 , we show the CME evolution on 2013 October 2nd at 00:08 UT, two days after the CME insertion in SC. In the third column, comparison between Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE) (Acuña et al. 1995; Stone et al. 1998) in situ measurement and SWMF simulation of density, velocity and magnetic field are presented for a duration of four days after the CME insertion. The vertical dashed line marks the time point corresponding to the evolution time of density, velocity and magnetic field in the first and second column of Figure 22 . We can see that time difference between the ACE measurement and MHD simulation is less than 5 hours. We emphasize that the reconstructed CME does not contain any magnetic field. Magnetic field counterpart of the interplanetary CME (ICME) shown in the last row of Figure 22 reveals the disturbance of the interplanetary magnetic field which is caused by the propagating CME plasmas. In this study, we develop a new method to reconstruct the 3D distribution of CME electrons based on genetic algorithm. First, a model "CME" is constructed to produce synthetic CME images for the genetic reconstruction. Since the electron distribution is known for the model CME, we make comparison for both the electron distribution and its corresponding Thomson Scattering brightness between the model and reconstructed CME. Then the method is applied to coronagraph data from SOHO, STEREO A and B. We compare the reconstructed brightness with observation to show the availability of GRM. Results of these reconstructions are also compared with those from polarimetric reconstruction and forward modeling for the method availability. We further insert the reconstructed CME to SWMF to obtain ICME evolution in the interplanetary space and its geo-effectiveness.
GRM is an optimization method which has no unique solution. GRM gives a global optimization of the electron distribution in 3D space. Results of the reconstruction differ a little for each time. The random initial population and the convergence of GA keep the method to obtain available reconstruction results. In the current algorithm, we use two or three view point CME data to carry out the reconstruction. Observations of CME with two different view points are the lowest limit to make this method available. In the future, GRM may be further improved if we have more than three different view point observations. In this study, we try to make the first step toward the electron reconstruction using different observations based on GA.
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